ARCHERY TEST

MATCHING

BOW (Fig. 1)

_____ lower limb
_____ arrow rest
_____ back
_____ string notch
_____ nock
_____ face
_____ string height
_____ upper limb
_____ handle
_____ string
_____ recurve

Fig. 1

ARROW (Fig. 2)

_____ shaft
_____ nock
_____ cock feather
_____ pile

Fig. 2

NAME THE FEATHERS (Fig. 3)

a. ________________________
b. ________________________
c. ________________________

Fig. 3
MULTIPLE CHOICE:

1. How do you stand when told to address the target?
   a. stand facing the target
   b. stand with your feet straddling the shooting line
   c. stand behind the shooting line
   d. go retrieve your arrows from the target

2. The distance from the string to the deepest part of the handle should measure about how many inches?
   a. 12 inches
   b. your hand’s length
   c. 18 inches
   d. 6 inches

3. A good anchor point at a full draw is where?
   a. at your cheek same side as draw hand
   b. by your ear same side as draw hand
   c. by your ear same side as bow hand
   d. none of the above

4. What are the three (3) fingers used to draw the bow?
   a. pointer, middle and ring
   b. thumb, pointer and middle
   c. middle, ring and little
   d. you only use two (2) fingers

5. What is the position of the string on the fingers?
   a. the whole hand holds the string
   b. the joint closest to the palm hook over the string
   c. the second joint of the fingers hook over the string
   d. the first joint of the fingers hook over the string

6. What do you do when told to nock?
   a. pick up the bow and arrow
   b. face the target with bow in hand
   c. put the arrow on the string at the nock point
   d. pull the arrow out of the target

7. What is a nock?
   a. the groove at the end of the arrow
   b. a point on the string where the arrow is placed
   c. the point where you anchor the string
   d. both A & B
8. After you are told to retrieve arrows, what are you to do?
   a. walk and pick up your arrows and return to the shooting line
   b. retrieve the arrows that hit the target, then the ones that missed
   c. retrieve the arrows that missed the target, then the others
   d. pick up your partner’s arrows if they are not at the target

9. Why is it important to know the distance between the string and the deepest part of the handle?
   a. to see if the string in the correct length
   b. the string might be too long
   c. the bow may be damaged
   d. all of the above

10. When the arrow is snaked in the grass, what should you do?
    a. find the pile and push the arrow back to get the feathers
    b. find the pile and pull straight the same direction the arrow is pointing
    c. find the feathers and push the arrow until you see the pile
    d. find the feathers and pull the arrow back until you see the pile

11. Why would we aim “Point of Aim” and not “Point Blank” all the time?
    a. point blank aim is used for 15 pound bows only
    b. 20 pound bows may have to be aimed line of sight also
    c. because the target is too far away to shoot point blank
    d. both B & C

**FILL IN THE BLANK**

1. The distance between the string and the deepest part of the handle is called the ____________________________.

2. Name the ways to aim at the target.
   a. ____________________________ b. ____________________________

3. Why is Archery a good all-around sport?
4. Label the commands in order (1-7).

_____ nock
_____ follow through
_____ aim
_____ address the target
_____ anchor
_____ release
_____ draw

TRUE OR FALSE

1. _____ For your follow through, you should put your draw hand down by your side.

2. _____ You must remain steady after the arrow is released.

3. _____ All archers go at the same time to retrieve arrows.

4. _____ You can always pick up the arrow that is dropped past the shooting line.

5. _____ You can shoot straight in the air when no one else is around.

6. _____ A quiver is used to hold arrows.

7. _____ The distance between the string and the handle is about six (6) inches.

8. _____ The best way to carry an arrow is by the tip.

9. _____ The thumb is used while drawing the bow.

10. _____ I had fun in Archery and want to shoot.